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BlueJeans is pleased to announce our latest release, 3.1.2. This release features subtle UI improvements and behind-the-scenes tweaks that make it easier to join meetings, invite others, and share content.

Updated Meeting Headline & Empowered Participants

By changing the headline from “You are the first person in [host’s name]'s Meeting” to “Waiting for Moderator to start [host’s name]'s Meeting”, participants can now quickly tell if they are the only person in the meeting. If the meeting organizer is running late or unavailable for any other reason, participants can also now enter the moderator code to start the meeting.

Updated Text on Connections Panel

Text on the other Connections Panel has been updated to not only inform users about the type of connection choices they have but also quickly convey the precise meaning of each icon’s functionality.
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Updated Email Invitations

We have provided cleaner and clearer email invitations so participants can quickly join the meeting.

*Please note that this feature will be rolled out in the month of August.

Extra Enhancements

Reports of self view freezing on Microsoft Internet Explorer has been fixed. If a user is in-meeting, and specifies audio/video device to use we will now remember the last preferred audio/video device if the user unplugs and plugs devices back in.

SSO Integration

BlueJeans already uses the secure and widely adopted Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML), which allows our SSO implementation to integrate easily with any large identity provider supporting SAML. With this release, we are introducing SSO integration with Slack and HipChat allowing these applications to create and display BlueJeans meetings. Slack and HipChat users benefit from not having to remember multiple usernames/passwords while their IT organizations save significant support resources and reduce lost user time in addressing password resets.
BlueJeans Add-in For Skype for Business

BlueJeans is pleased to introduce the new BlueJeans Add-in for Skype for Business. This Add-in provides an enterprise-grade video communications experience without the complex integration and high costs of traditional video conferencing systems. Meeting hosts can combine mobile devices, room systems, external participants and Skype for Business users into video meetings with just one click. The BlueJeans Add-in will work with on-premise and cloud versions of Skype for Business, specifically any Windows client for Lync 2013, Skype for Business 2015 and 2016. There are no federation requirements to make this integration work.